Dear Mr. Mandel:

I have your letter of May 5, 1945, enclosing a copy of the issue of Egyeseti Elet of that date in which there appears an open letter addressed to the War Refugee Board concerning some 1,670 Hungarian refugees who were given temporary refuge in Switzerland.

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Government of Switzerland was most generous throughout the war years in receiving within its borders refugees from enemy and enemy-occupied countries. The large numbers of persons who thus benefited from the hospitality of the Swiss placed an increasing strain on the ability of the Swiss to provide food and clothing supplies and shelter facilities to care for them. In accordance with the announced policy of this Government to take all possible measures to rescue and save the victims of enemy oppression consistent with the successful prosecution of the war, the Swiss Government was assured that additional groups of refugees admitted into Switzerland would be evacuated from that country as soon as possible.

Among others who found safety on Swiss territory under this plan are the 1,670 Hungarian refugees who came from the concentration camp at Bergen Belsen. According to latest reports, a large number of these refugees desired to proceed directly to Palestine and the Swiss Government is now giving consideration to permitting this group to remain in Switzerland until they can go to Palestine. At the request of the Swiss Government, arrangements are being made to move the others to a refugee camp in Southern Italy where they will be under the care of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration until such time as
it becomes physically possible for them to be repatriated
to their native lands or to emigrate to other countries.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) William O'Dwyer

William O'Dwyer
Executive Director

Mr. Ernest Mandel,
P.O. Box 33,
Highbridge Station,
Bronx 52, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Mandel:

I have your letter of May 5, 1945, enclosing a copy of the issue of Egyeteti Het of that date in which there appears an open letter addressed to the War Refugee Board concerning some 1,670 Hungarian refugees who were given temporary refuge in Switzerland.

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Government of Switzerland was most generous throughout the war years in receiving within its borders refugees from enemy and enemy-occupied countries. The large numbers of persons who thus benefited from the hospitality of the Swiss placed an increasing strain on the ability of the Swiss to provide food and clothing supplies and shelter facilities to care for them. In accordance with the announced policy of this Government to take all possible measures to rescue and save the victims of enemy oppression consistent with the successful prosecution of the war, the Swiss Government was assured that additional groups of refugees admitted into Switzerland would be evacuated from that country as soon as possible.

Among others who found safety on Swiss territory under this plan are the 1,670 Hungarian refugees who came from the concentration camp at Bergen-Belsen. It is contemplated that these refugees will be removed from Switzerland at an early date and that they will be taken to a refugee camp in Southern Italy where they will be under the care of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration until such time as it becomes physically possible for them to be repatriated to their native land or to emigrate to some other country.

Very truly yours,

William O'Dwyer
Executive Director

Mr. Ernest Mandel,
P.O. Box 33,
Highbridge Station,
Bronx 52, New York.
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Dear Mr. Mandel:

I have your letter of May 2, 1945, enclosing a copy of the issue of Egyeseti Elet of that date in which there appears an open letter addressed to the War Refugee Board concerning some 1,670 Hungarian refugees who were given temporary refuge in Switzerland.

As you are undoubtedly aware, the Government of Switzerland was most generous throughout the war years in receiving within its borders refugees from enemy and enemy-occupied countries. The large numbers of persons who thus benefited from the hospitality of the Swiss placed an increasing strain on the ability of the Swiss to provide food and clothing supplies and shelter facilities to care for them. In accordance with the announced policy of this Government to take all possible measures to rescue and save the victims of enemy oppression consistent with the successful prosecution of the war, the Swiss Government was assured that additional groups of refugees admitted into Switzerland would be evacuated from that country as soon as possible.

Among others who found safety on Swiss territory under this plan are the 1,670 Hungarian refugees who came from the concentration camp at Bergen Belsen. It is contemplated that these refugees will be removed from Switzerland at an early date and that they will be taken to a refugee camp in Southern Italy where they will be under the care of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration until such time as it becomes physically possible for them to be repatriated to their native land or to emigrate to some other country.

Very truly yours,

William O'Dwyer
Executive Director

Mr. Ernest Mandel,
P.O. Box 33,
Highbridge Station,
Bronx 52, New York.

EEF:inp 5/25/45
May 5, 1945

To the Honorable War Refugee Board,
Washington, D.C.

Gentlemen:

We took the liberty of addressing an open appeal to you in this weekly paper (copy is enclosed), in behalf of the refugees at Caux sur Montreux, Switzerland.

The appeal speaks for itself.

We would be deeply honored for any reply you may send us, and especially for any consideration you may be able to extend to the refugees.

Very respectfully yours,

Ernest Mandel, editor

P.O. Box 33, Highbridge Sta.,
Bronx, 52, N.Y. City
WE APPEAL TO THE WAR REFUGEE BOARD NOT TO TRANSFER REFUGEES TO AFRICA

Junius 10-én lesz a United Hungarian Jews of America konvenciója a Pennsylvania Hotelben

Majus 14-én: "Preconvention Conference"-re hívják meg az affíltott egyesületek elnökeit és titkárait.

By GEORGE SALARDI
Recording Secretary of the United Hungarian Jews of America.

Nyomatékosan felhívjuk az amerikai magyar zsidók figyelmét a United Hungarian Jews of America második évé konvenciójára 1846 június hó 10-én lesz a Pennsylvania Hotel nagyméretűen. E konvenció, mely a "United Hungarian Jews of America" következő évé kapcsán vitát tart és témává válhat a következők:

1. A konvencióban az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

2. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

3. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

4. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

5. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

6. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

7. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

8. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

9. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

10. A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.

A konvencióval az affíltott egyesületek minden tagja az egy nemvitákban megválasztott elnöket, a titkárokat és úgy is folytatják a konvencióban.
United Hungarian Jews Aid Less Fortunate

THE AMERICAN JEWISH
JOINT-DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE, INC.
270 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

March 19, 1945

Mr. Samuel B. Olbaum, President
The United Hungarian Jews of America
165 Broadway
New York 6, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Olbaum:

I acknowledge with thanks receipt of your letter of March 10, with enclosed check in the amount of $25,000, representing an earmarked contribution from the United Hungarian Jews of America, Inc.

In keeping with the arrangements consummated between the JDC and the United Hungarian Jews of America, we shall be glad to disburse the $25,000 as you have suggested for the following purposes:

1. Relief and rehabilitation programs for the Jews of Hungary
2. Assistance to the Jews of America
3. General support of the United Jewish Appeal
4. Other projects, which we may select from time to time

We wish, if possible, to add your kind appreciation for your generous support. Your real help comes from the fact that you are a member of the United Jewish Appeal and that you support the Jews of America.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Judge Jonathan Goldstein, of the Court of General Sessions, Honorary Chairman of the Council of Organizations of the United Jewish Appeal of Greater New York, has received a check for $25,000 from Samuel B. Olbaum, President of the United Hungarian Jews of America, the money which will be used to help the relief and rehabilitation of the Jews of Hungary.

Dr. Wise Says Truman Backs Palestine Plan

Zionist Leader, President of American Jewish Congress, Said Today That President's Plan Will Be Welcome to Jews of America.